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Abstract 

A transport code (TRANSP) is used to simulate future deuterium-tritium 
• experiments (DT) in TFTR. The simulations are derived from 14 TFTR DD discharges, 

and the modeling of one supershot is discussed in detail to indicate the degree of 
accuracy of the TRANSP modeling. Fusion energy yields and ct-particle parameters 
are calculated, including profiles of the a slowing down time, average energy, and of 
the AJn/en speed and frequency. Two types of simulations are discussed. The main 
emphasis is on the DT equivalent, where an equal mix of D and T is substituted for the 
D in the initial target plasma, and for the DO in the neutral-beam injection, but the other 
measured beam and plasma parameters are unchanged. This simulation does not 
assume that a heating will enhance the plasma parameters, or that confinement will 
increase with T. The maximum refative fusion yield calculated for these simulations is 
Q Q T =• 0.3, and the maximum a contribution to the central toroidal p is p a{0) = 0.5%. 

The stability of toroidicity-induced AlfvSn eigenmodes (TAE) and kinetic ballooning 
modes (KBM) is discussed. The TAE mode is predicted to become unstable for some 
of the equivalent simulations, particularly after the termination of neutral beam 
injection. In the second type of simulation, empirical supershot scaling relations are 
used to project the performance at the maximum expected beam power. The MHD 
stability of the simulations is discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

Experiments using a mix of deuterium and tritium (DT) are planned for TFTR to 
study plasma conditions near breakeven ( Q D T a DT fusion power/ NB! power = 1), 
and to study the effects of fusion a particles. The purpose of this paper is to give 
examples of the fusion energy yields and a parameters which can be expected from 
the DT experiments in TFTR. Some simulations of DT plasmas in TFTR have already 
been published.1 "5 This paper discusses simulations calculated with the TRANSP 
transport code. 6 - 8 Detailed results and profiles are given for use in studying a-particle 
effects and plasma stability. 

The TRANSP Monte-Carlo fast ion model6 was recently extended to include the 
fast fusion products from the reactions 

D + D —> T + p (1a) 
D + O —> 3He + n (1b) 
D + T —-> 4He + n (1c) 

Monte Carlo births of the T, 3|He, and ^He (a) are performed using spatially 2D fusion 
reaction rate data (beam-beam + beam-target + thermonuclear) computed in the 
preceding t/mestep. The fusion products are launched in the (rotating) plasma frame 
with the appropriate energy (e.g., 3.5 MeV for the a particles). Their orbits, slowing-
down, and their heating of the thermal plasma are calculated using the same methods 
employed in modeling the fast ions from neutral beam injection (NBi). The model 
takes into account non-zero orbit width effects and Larmor radius effects, but magnetic 
field ripple effects are not included. 

The fusion products slow down and pitch-angle scatter on thermal plasma 
species (electrons, ions, and impurities). They are tieated as thermalized when they 
slow down to the average energy of the local thermal ion population ( jkT j ) . 
Collisional coupling between fast ion species (e.g., beam-beam and beam - a 
collisional effects) is not computed. Effects which are included in the Monte Carlo 
model of injected fast ions, but-not yet in the fusion products simulation are atomic 
physics effects (e.g., charge exchange of partially slowed a particles and/or ionization 
of neutral atoms by a particles), and accumulation of thermalized fusion products. 
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The discharges which should show the largest effects from the a particles are 
those with a high DT fusion rate (the a production rate), with a long slowing-down time 
for the a particles, and with a high plasma current to confine the a particles as they 
themnalize.4 The fusion rate increases with the products n l ( 1 Q r r n a |2 , nb e a m n t h e r mal> 
and r^gam 2. The a slow>rig-down time increases approximately as T e

1-S / n e . 

A number of TFTR discharges, listed in Table I, were used for deriving the DT 
simulations. Most of these are supershots.9 chosen since these have the highest 
neutron rates observed in TFTR. The list includes the discharges with the highest DD 
fusion rates (55806, 55804, and 53848 with 5.0, 4.6, and 4.4x10 t6/sec, respectively). 
Three of them had the highest values for Q D D (= DD fusion power / NBI power). DT 
simulations were derived from an L-mode discharge with sawteeth, and from a 
discharge with deuterium pellets injected before the NBI to contrast their yields with 
those from DT supershots. Deuterium was the dominant ion species for all these 
discharges. 

TF^ANSP is generally run in a mode which is partly phenomenological and 
partly predictive. The phenomenological or empirical part consists of using, as input, 
measured plasma parameters, such as the total current, the boundary at the last 
closed flux surface, and temperature and density profiles. There is considerable 
flexibility in the options for inputing the profiles. For instance, the electron temperature 
can be input as a profile of electron cyclotron emission (ECE) versus frequency and 
time, or as concatenations of Thomson scattering (TVTS) profiles at different times 
versus the major radius. 

Parameters can be predicted by TRANSP. For instance, the ion temperature 
can be predicted by assuming that the ion thermal conductivity, Xj is a multiple of the 
electron thermal conductivity, %e. This modeling assumption is useful when Tj has not 
been measured since it has been found that Xj = (1 or 2) x e predicts Tj profiles which 
are in approximate agreement with measurements in fully-diagnosed supershots. 
Also the impurity ion temperature, Tjmp, is predicted by TRANSP from the hydrogenic 
ion temperature, Tj. The method is described in Appendix A. Various other 
measurements can be predicted or simulated in TRANSP. For instance, chordal 
integrals of electron densities and visible bremsstrahfung emission can be simulated. 
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A sawtooth model, based on Kadomtsev mixing,10 is available in TRANSP. 
Sawtooth crash times are specified as inputs, and TRANSP computes the mixing of 
the current and fast particles (beam ions and fusion products). The sawtooth model 
was used for some of the simulations, and has consequences for the a parameters. 

This paper concentrates on TRANSP results derived from the supershot 55851. 
This discharge was selected since it maintained a high DD fusion rate for a long 
duration, and had a plasma current high enough (1.6 MA) for good a confinement, a 
high central Te for low electron drag, and extensive diagnostic measurements. Also 
this discharge was the MHD-free plasma with the largest Q D D measured in TFTR. 

Sections 2 - 4 give results from the modeling of 55851. Detailed comparisons 
of the TRANSP results with measurements are discussed in Sec. 2 in order to indicate 
the degree of accuracy of the modeling. Alternative modeling assumptions are 
discussed to indicate the sensitivity to the assumptions. In particular, the neutron 
emission profile is important since, in the OT simulations, it gives the source rate of the 
fusion a particles. Calculations of profiles of the pressure and the MHD-q, q v , needed 
for the MHD stability analysis, are given. The ideal MHD stability is discussed in Sec. 
3. The discharge is calculated to be stable to Mercier modes,11 and marginally stable 
to low-n and high-n modes. A summary of TRANSP predictions for fusion products 
parameters from the DD reactions is given in Sec. 4. As expected, the parameters are 
very small compared with the simulated DT parameters. 

Two types of DT simulations are then discussed. The main emphasis is on a 
conservative simulation, called the DT equivalent of actual DD discharges. The 
second type of simulation is a more optimistic extrapolation of the best present 
performance to the highest expected NBI power. The DT equivalent simulations are 
discussed in Sec. 5, and are contrasted with previously published simulations for 
J E T . 1 2 - 1 3 In Sec. 6, the fusion yields and a parameters for the DT equivalent of 
55851 are given. Section 8 presents the results for the DT extrapolation. 

For both types of simulations, the measured plasma and NBI parameters from 
DD discharges are used. The relative D and T densities in the initial plasma, and in 
the D° and T° beams are assumed to be equal. For the DT equivalent, the measured 
ne, Te, Tj, and toroidal rotation profiles are used, along with the measured 2 eff, NB! 
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powers, voltages, and full and halt energy fractions. For the DT extrapolation, the NBI 
parameters and the plasma current, temperatures, and densities are scaled up. 

The collective a-induced TAE and KBM instabilities are discussed in Sec. 8. 
They are predicted to be marginally unstable for the DT equivalent simulation. For 
instance, OT equivalent simulations are predicted to pass through the TAE unstable 
region after termination of NBI. Section 9 gives a summary of the paper. 

2. TRANSP modeling of supershot 55851 

The major and minor radii of this supershot were R=2.45 m and a=0.8 m, with a 
toroidal field of B J F = 5.1 T, and q^a) = 5.5. A Li pellet was injected into the target 
plasma early (at 2.0 sec) to improve the plasma performance.14 Li pellets reduce the 
carbon concentration in supershots, apparently by coating the limiter, reducing carbon 
sputtering. The NBI power was 25 MW. The total current, U was increased in the early 
phase of the NBI, as shown in Fig.l A. This increase was programmed in an attempt to 
improve the MHD stability. This discharge, like most supershots with plasma currents 
below about 1.8 MA, did not have sawteeth during the NBI phase. The normalized 
toroidal-p, defined by 

Pnorm - ip/( aB T F) • w 

reached 2.25. < > designates the volume average, and Ptor, 'p> a- a n d B TF a r e i n % ' 
MA, m, and T. The peak value of p n o r m is below the highest value achieved in 
supershots (2.7). The total energy confinement time reached a peak of 0.17 sec 
around the time of maximum neutron emission. 

For the TRANSP modeling of 55851, various combinations of inputs for the 
temperatures were investigated. For instance, the electron temperature was derived in 
TRANSP either from an absolutely-calibrated, time-dependent profile of first harmonic 
ECE measured by a radiometer,15 or derived from the time-dependent profile of 
second harmonic ECE measured by a grating polychromator16 (GPC). In the latter 
case, the profile was cross-calibrated either by the second harmonic ECE measured 
by a Michelson interfermeter,1 ? or by the TVTS profile18 at 3.46 sec. The central 
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electron temperatures from the first two methods are about 15% higher than the values 
from GPC cross-calibrated by TVTS, peaking above 11 KeV. Differences of this 
magnitude are typically measured in supershots with high T e (above about 8 KeV), 

All three derivations of T e were modeled in different TRANSP runs. 
Comparisons of the modeling results with other measured parameters could not 
definitively exclude these alternative derivations. We indicate the sensitivity of our 
results to the assumptions about Te, and focus on the derivation using GPC, cross-
calibrated by TVTS. 

In the usual TRANSP modeling of supershots, the hydrogenic ion temperature, 
Tj, is fit to measured temperature profiles of impurity ions. The impurity temperature, 
Tjmp, is higher than Tj, and TRANSP was modified, as discussed in Appendix A, to 
estimate this difference. We modeled these corrections by fitting Tjmp to the time-
dependent temperatures derived from charge-exchange recombination 
spectroscopy19 (CHERS) of emission from the n=8 -> n=7 transition in the hydrogen
like carbon impurity. These measurements were available only for the NBI phase of 
the discharge, so the assumption X\ = 2 x e was used for the ohmic phases. The 
central values of the TRANSP results for Tjmp and Tj are shown in Fig. 1B. The 
differences are relatively large at the start on NBI, and decrease with time. 

Time-dependent profiles of Tjmp were also calculated from measurements with 
an X-ray crystal spectrometer20 of Doppler broadening of the resonance Ka emission 
from the helium-like iron impurity. Comparisons of the computed and measured 
temperature profiles at the TVTS time are shown in Fig. 1C. The differences between 
the two measurements of Tjmp shown here are atypically large, and are less at later 
times in the discharge. 

The toroidal rotation velocity of the carbon was measured by CHERS and input 
into TRANSP as the rotation velocity of the thermal plasma. This velocity is relatively 
large (peaking at 5x10^ m/sec), even though the NBI was approximately balanced 
with equal co and counter tangential injection (relative to the direction of the plasma 
current). 
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The electron density was smoothed and symmetrized from the time-dependent 
ALal-inverted profiles measured by a 10 chord far infrared interferometer system.2 1 

(MIRI). A comparison of the measured and calculated profiles at the TVTS time are 
shown in Fig. 1D. 

The surface voltage was calculated using neoclassical resistivity and the beam-
driven and bootstrap currents.22 The result compares well with the measured value, 
as shown in Fig. 1E. For the modeling using the higher T 0 derived from the ECE 
measured by GPC, the agreement between the measured and calculated voltage in 
was not as good in the ohmic phase. Z eff was calculated from the visible 
bremsstrahlung signal, and the result is shown in Fig. IF. The impurity radiation was 
measured with a multichannel grazing-incidence spectrometer.23 The dominant 
impurity in this discharge was carbon. Zmet> the metallic contribution to Zeff, was 
measured with X-ray pulse height analysis24 (PHA), and is shown as well. 

Much of the increase in Zeff during NBI is due to the increasing concentration of 
metallic impurities. Since TRANSP allows only one impurity species, the impurity was 
chosen to have Z = 7.8 instead of 6. This gives the correct depletion of the deuterium 
density corresponding to the measured Zeff and Zmet around the time of maximum 
neutron emission. The calculated neutron emission rate depends sensitively on the D 
depletion. The hydrogenic recycling ra 3, which was input into TRANSP, was 
computed from five chordal signals of O a emission using the 3D neutrals code 
DEGAS.2 5 

The perpendicular energy calculated by TRANSP is compared with the 
diamagnetically measured value in Fig. 1G. They agree within the estimated errors. 
The measured value was shifted up by 80 KJ to match the calculated values in the pre-
NBI phase, where the measured value results from the subtraction of two measured 
quantities of comparable magnitude. TRANSP modeling using the higher Te from 
ECE yielded perpendicular energies which were also in good agreement with the 
measured values. TRANSP modeling using the usual assumptions where Tj instead 
of Ti mp is fit to the ion temperature measurements yielded a peak perpendicular 
energy that is 100 KJ higher than the result given here with the Tjmp correction. 

The calculated DD neutron emission rates are shown in Fig. 1H. The total rate 
is within the absolute error bars of the measurements from a calibrated neutron 
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diagnostic.26 The beam-target contribution is 55% of the total rate. An independent 
calculation of the neutron rates was done with the 1D, time-independent code 
SNAP, 2 7 and the results are shown in Fig. 1H also. The TRANSP modeling using the 
usual assumptions with Tj fit to the impurity ion temperature measurements yielded a 
peak neutron rate that is approximately 5% higher. TRANSP modeling using the 
higher T e from ECE yielded neutron emission rates wh!ch were again approximately 
5% higher. The sensitivity of the modeling to the assumed fusion cross section fits was 
investigated. Until recently, the fits of Duane2 8 had been used in TRANSP, When the 
more recent fits of Bosch2** were used, the total neutron rate decreased about 5%. 

An array of independently-calibrated collimated neutron detectors^O was also 
used to measure neutron emission rates. The chord-integrated signals were 
simulated with TRANSP. The simulated rates aro consistent with the measured rates, 
as shown in Fig. 1L. The collimators are separated by approximately 0.2 m in major 
radius, so this comparison is not a precise check of the location of the peak of the 
neutron emitting region, or of the width of the profile. The raw data from the collimated 
detectors includes contributions from neutrons scattered from the tokamak and the 
surrounding structure, which have been estimated and subtracted from the 
measurement. The relative error from this contribution is higher near the edge of the 
plasma, where it is comparable to the net result. A more precise indication of the 
plasma center is given by the location of the peak of the soft X-ray emission. 3 1.3 2 

This is compared with the TRANSP calculation in Fig. 1J, and agrees to within several 
centimeters. 

The Kadomtsev sawtooth model was used in the modeling of the pre- and post-
NBI sawteeth. This alters the plasma current, and raises q\|r(0) to 1 at the sawteeth 
events. Profiles of q v and of the shear, defined as 

are shown in Fig. 1K. The profiles are plotted versus the normalized toroidal flux 
coordinate, x s the square root of the toroidal flux normalized co the value at the 
plasma boundary. The value of this variable is very close to the normalized minor 
radius (r/a). Profiles of the thermal and total pressure (beam plus thermal) are shown 
in Fig. 1L 
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3. MHD activity and stability of supershot 55851 

There was no observed coherent MHD activity in this discharge. In contrast, 
very similar discharges developed severe MHD problems as early as 0.3 sec following 
the start of NBI. The MHD modes in those cases were (m,n) = (2,1) and (3,2) 
modes.33 The onset of these modes coincided with a severe degradation of the 
confinement and the neutron production rate. These modes are thought to be resistive 
in nature due to their long growth rates. It is believed that the stability of these modes 
could depend very sensitively on ve:y small differences in the pressure and q v 

profiles. We do not understand why some discharges do, and others do not exhibit 
coherent MHD, and a clear prescription for avoiding MHD in supershots has not been 
found. 

The calculated q v and total pressure profiles (including beam pressure) were 
used to study the ideal MHD stability of this supershot. The high-n stability was 
investigated using the EQGRUM34 and 3TBAL 3 5 equilibrium codes. Figure 2 shows 
the profile of the gradient of the total pressure with respect to the normalized poloidal 
flux, along with the boundary of the unstable region. Both are plotted versus the 
square-root of the normalized poloidal flux, i|/. The profiles are calculated to be stable 
to Mercier modes, and marginally stable to high-n ballooning modes near x=0.5. 

The low-n stability was analyzed using the PEST 2 code. 3 6 The plasma was 
found to be marginally stable to an n=1 free-boundary (conducting wall at infinity) 
kink/ballooning mode. The marginal stability value of Pnorm is computed to be in the 
range 2.30 - 2.38, which is just above the actual value for the discharge (2.25). If the 
pressure is raised such that Pnorm exceeds this value, the n = 1 external 
kink/ballooning mode is predicted to be unstable. 

4. TRANSP simulation of fusion products from 55851 

The TRANSP fusion products calculations were performed for 55851, using the 
Monte Carlo orbit model described in Sec. i . The peak central densities of the 
unthermalized fusion products (fp), as a fraction of the electron density during NBI, are 
listed in Table II. The fraction increases to higher valuos after termination of NBI since 
the thermal particle confinement time is short compared with the fp slowing-down time, 
and thus ne(0) decreases faster than nfp(0). 
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Another parameter of interest is the contribution of the fp pressure or Pfp to the 
total pressure or toroidal-(J. Results forT and 3He from the DD fusion reactions are 
summarized in Table II. Still another parameter of interest is the ratio of the birth 
speed of the fusion products and the central Alfven speed. The birth speed is 7xt0 6 

m/secforthe3Heand8x106 m/sec for the T. The Alfven speed is given by 

BTF 
vAUv6n = i = <4> 

i 47 im H (2n D +n H +2n b e a m +l 5 n i m p ) 

where the average atomic mass of the impurities is approximated by 15, and the very 
small contribution from the fusion products is neglected. The peak central values of 
the ratio are given in Table II. They are of interest for the TAE instability, which is 
discussed in Sec. 8. 

The slowing down time and average energy of the 3He ions are also calculated. 
The average energy of the 3He ions decreases from the birth energy of 0.8 MeV to 0.4 
MeV late in the NBI phas9. The slowing down time also decreases from 0.5 to 0.2 sec 
during NBI. 

5. General results from the equivalent simulations 

The DT eauivalent for each DD discharge di Table I was calculated using 
minimal changes in the TRANSP inputs for the DD modeling. The assumptions used 
for the modeling of the DD discharges differed, however, depending on available 
measurements. One major difference was whether Tj profile measurements were 
available. For the discharges that did not have measured profiles, the assumption %\ ~ 
2 XQ was used to calculate Tj. This assumption adds uncertainty to the results for 
these discharges, and makes comparisons between discharges more difficult. 

The plasma densities are calculated in TRANSP using the particle balance 
equations. The electron density is symmetrized from the measured profile, so 
conservation of electrons determines the local radial flux of electrons. The values of 
Zeff and the conservation of the impurity ion species determine the radial flux of the 
impurity. The D and T sources are determined by the NBI deposition profiles and by 
the D and T recycling. To solve the conservation equations for D and T, the relative 
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fractions of the total N D and N T in the initial (pre-NBI) plasma at the start of the 
calculation must be specified, and the relative radial fluxes of the D and T must be 
specified. Two specifications for the relative radial fluxes were investigated. For the 
cases listed in Table I, the radial velocities of the D and T were assumed to be equal. 
An alternative choice, where the D and T diffusivities are assumed to be equal, gives 
similar results. 

For simplicity, the only differences in the inputs for the DT equivalent 
simulations were 1) the change in the hydronenic fractions of the initial (pre-NBI) 
plasma from typically 95% D and 5% H to 50% D and 50% T, 2) the change in 
recycling from 95% DO and 5% HO to 50% DO and 50% T", and 3) the duplication of 
the NBI DO sources as T° sources, with the original powers split equally between the 
D° and T° sources. This procedure preserves the co - counter split of the NBI. 

The total hydrogenic recycling rates were not changed from those of the DD 
discharges, so assumption 2) means that the rates of D and T recycling are each half 
the rate measured for the DD discharges. This models the case where the limiter 
would be saturated equally with both D and T. For the CT run scenarios planned for 
TFTR, the limiter is noj expected to be saturated with T, so the hydrogenic recycling will 
be mainly D. Also T gas puffing is cot planned, so the pre-NBI target plasmas for 
supershots is expected to be mainly C with some D. 

DT simulations with ths alternative assumptions of relatively little T in the target 
plasma and in the recycling have been performed. The results for supershots are that 
the neutron yield and a parameters are insensitive to the assumpvons 1) and 3). This 
is because most of the fueling of the central region is from the NBJ. The beam 
deposition profiles of the D and T NBI are similar, and the resulting central densities 
are predicted to be approximately equal. The total neutron emission rate depends 
mainly on the central D and T densities, but does not depend sensitively on the 
precise matching of the central D and T densities. In DT supershots, the T density in 
the plasma edge is expected to be lower than that of D due to the reduced T recycling. 

The values of Q for each DT / DD pair were calculated by dividing the peak 
fusion powar yields by the injected NBI power. The total fusion power (thermonuclear 
+ beam-target + beam-t^am) was used. The calculated neutron rates were converted 
to fusion power using 17.S MeV / neutron for DT, and 7.3 MeV / neutron for DD. No 
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reductions of the input power, such as those due to beam ion orbit loss or beam shine-
through are included. The resulting Q values and their ratios are listed in Table I. 
Most of the calculated values for 0 D D agree with the experimental values to within the 
uncertainties of the neutron emission measurements. Both the measurements and the 
calculations normalize with the same NBI powers, so the uncertainty in the power does 
not enter in the uncertainty in Q D 0 . 

The ratios of the predicted Q O T ^ D D ' S ' v e n i n T a b , e '• a r e o f interest for 
indicating the scaling from DD to DT yields. Some of the systematic errors in the 
predictions cancel in this ratio, so that it is more re'iably predicted than either Q D D or 
Q D T separately. The predicted ratios for most cf the supershots in Table I lie between 
150 and 170. Most of the variation in the ratio comes from variation in the Tj for the 
discharges. The QDT^ Q DD r a t i 0 decreases with Tj since QQD increases more rapidly 
with Tj than does Q D T . 

Independent calculations of Q D 0 and Q D T for the discharges in Table I were 
made with the SURVEY code. This is a steady-state, fixed profile simulation code 
which uses the plasma parameters in the TRANSP analysis. It does not include any 
drift crbit effects (i.e., orbit spreading and orbit losses) in the modeling of fast ions or 
fusion products. The SURVEY results agree with the values from TRANSP to ±5%. 
SURVEY was also used to determine the effects of two minor improvements not yst 
incorporated in most of the TRANSP simulations in Table 1:1) using the more accurate 
fup'on cross section fits of Bosch28 instead of those of Duane,29 and 2) using the full 
and half-energy fractions expected for T NBI instead of the D fractions. The net effect 
of the corrections on the ratio QQT/ Q DD i s a n increase of (5 ± 5)% above the TRANSP 
values. The SURVEY result for the experimentally projected Q Q J , definsd as the 

product of the calculated Q Q T ^ D D t i m e s t n e measured ODD i s Pitted versus the 
measured Q 0 D in Fig. 3. 

Predictions of neutron yields for DT experiments in JET have been 
published.12,13 The simulations in these papers are not DT equivalents of DD 
discharges since the beam voltages were increased (to 140 KeV for the D and 160 
KeV for the T NBI,. Also the definition of Q in these papers is not the same as the one 
used here since the absorbed beam power minus the rate of increase of the total 
energy (dW/dt) is used instead of the full NBI power for the thermonuclear contribution 
to the total neutron yield. The predictions for QQ-T using the JET definitions are in the 
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ranga 0.72 - 0.76. If these corrections for NBl power are not included, as is the case of 
the TFTR values predicted here, the QQJ values are estimated to be 0.51 - 0.54. 

Results for the peak values of pa(0) and <p a> are also shown in Table I. Peak 
values for the ratio na(0) / ne(0) during the NBl phase of the discharges are close to 
the values of <p a> (typically within 15%). 

6. Fusion yields and a parameters from the DT equivalent 
simulation of 55851 

Results from the DT equivalent simulation of 55851 are summarized in Fig. 4. 
The neutron rates are shown in Fig. 4A. The peak beam-target contribution is 55% of 
the total, as in the DO result (Fig. 1H), and the peak thermonuclear contribution is 30% 
of the total. The total DT neutron rate is the a source rate. Profiles of the components 
of the DT fusion emission are shown in Fig. 4B. Besides the DT reaction [Eq. (1c)], 
TRANSP computes the DD fusions [Eqs, (la-b)] and TT fusions with much lower rates. 
The total rate gives Q Q J = 0.28, which is close to the highest values shown in Table I. 

Profiles of densities at the end of the NBl are shown in Fig. 4C. The fast a 
density is much more peaked than the electron density. The central value is \3% that 
of the electron density and more than an order of magnitude below the impurity 
density. After NBl, the decrease in the a density is not as rapid as the decrease in the 
electron density, since the a slowing down time is long relative to the thermal particle 
confinement time. 

The volume integrated heating powers are shown in Fig. 4D. Most of the a 
heating is to the electrons, Pa->e- This is overshadowed by the NBl heating during the 
NBl phase, and by the ohmic heating after the NBl. The a heating of ions, Pa->ion, is 
lower than Poc->e by nearly an order of magnitude. The predicted orbit loss of a-
particle power to the limiter and walls is less than 10% of the total a heating rate. 

The proximity to central ignition3 can be indicated by the ratios of the a heating 
and power loss terms, 
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Pc^jdV 
Jo 

I Pj^todV 
J° (5) 

(for j = thermal ions, electrons, and both), where the loss channel for electrons is 
convection, conduction, and radiation, and for ions is convection, conduction, and net 
charge exchange. The ion-electron coupling would add to the ion loss and subtract 
from the electron loss, canceling in the total thermal loss. These ratios are shown in 
Fig. 4E. Central ignition would occur if the ratio for the thermal plasma were greater 
than 1 in the vicinity of x = 0. 

The central values of the various contributions io the toroidal £ are shown in Fig. 
4F. Also the volume averaged value of p a are shown. The peak value, pa(0) = 0.3%, 
is within the range projected in Refs. 1, 2, and 4 (0.16-0.50%), and is comparable to 
the highest values given in Table I. Profiles of the contributions to the toroidal p" near 
the time of peak (J are shown in Fig. 4G. Relative profiles for the a-density, p a , and 
heating rates near the end of NBI an, shown in Fig. 4H. These profile shapes are very 
similar to each other, except that the a heating of electrons is slightly broader, and the 
a heating of ions is slightly narrower than the others. 

Profiles of the slowing-down time and the average energy of the a particles are 
shown in Fig. 41. The value of the central slowing down time, is t s | o w ( 0 ) = 0.4 sec 
between 3.6 and 3.9 sec. The average energy in the central region drops slowly, 
reaching an approximately steady-state value by the end of NBI. The energy 
distribution function is thus not in steady state at early times, or even at the time of 
peak neutron production. 

The Alfven speed for the OT simulations is given, by 

BJF 
vAlrv6n= i — • ( 6 ) 

•\] 4jimn(2nD+3nT+2.5no e a rn+4na+15njm p) 
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The values given by this expression differ slightiy from the values given by Eq. (4) for 
the DD reaction due to the different masses of the ions. The profile of the flux surface 
average of this speed is shown in Fig. 4J, Also the profile of the flux surface average 
of the Alfv^n frequency, estimated 37,38 by 

is given in Fig. 4J. The ratio of the a birth speed (1.3x107 m/sec) to that of the flux-
averaged Alfven speed is shown in Fig. 4K. Implications of these parameters are 
discussed in Sec. 8. 

The results from this particular equivalent simulation are fairly representative of 
the results from the best supershots listed in Table i. 

7. DT extrapolations 

There are reasons to suspect that the actual DT plasma performance in TFTR 
might be better than that indicated by the equivalent simulations. A DT extrapolation is 
described to provide an example of neutron yields and a parameters which potentially 
will occur, and also to indicate what improvements would be required to enhance the 
yield and a parameters. A DT plasma with the same setup and NBI parameters as 
55851 could be expected to perform better than the DD plasma, due to potential 
favorable mass scaling of confinement, and due to a heating of electrons. The 
equivalent simulations use the actual measured profiles, so they do not claim the 
advantage of these possibilities. 

The NBI power was relatively low for 55851 (25 MW) compared tc the highest 
achieved in TFTR (33 MW). If the MHD and Zeff can be controlled, then the neutron 
yields and a parameters should increase as the heating improves. As the power 
increases, the plasma density and energy increase, giving a higher neutron yield. 
Despite this, the higher power supershots listed in Table I did not have substantially 
better Q D T yields. However, with the accumulation of mors operating expen'ence, 
better performance may be expected. 
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The extrapolations were derived by scaling the 55851 parameters to higher 
power using empirical scaling relations which have been derived from statistical 
analysis of more than 550 TFTR supershots from 1990.39 These scaling relations give 
the central plasma parameters at the time of maximum neutron emission, ne(0), r\Q(0)t 

T e(0) ; and TD(0), as single products of powers of Bjp, P N g|, | p , E ^ B I , and i^tota!. 
E NBI i s t n e energy of the full energy component in the NBI. The total energy 
confinement time, x^tota^ j s g j v e n as a product of powers of B^F. Ctarget' 'p> O+^NBl) 
and Efggi, where Ct a r g e t is the average Cll emission in the target plasma just before 
NBI, and FNBI is the fraction of the NBI power in the co-direction. 

Not ail the parameters for 55851 were predicted well by the empirical scaling 
relations due, probably, to the Li pellet injection and the current ramp. The values of 
ne(0) and np(0) were 40% higher than the values given by the empirical scaling 
relations, whereas the values of Te(0), Tp{0), x g ' 0 1 3 ' and the peak neutron rate were 
consistent. A DD extrapolation of 55851 was derived by increasing PNBI- 'p a n d 

Ctarget. using the scaling relations to give multipliers of ne(0), nD(0), Te(0), TD(0) and 
tgtotal. This scaled DD supershot was converted to a DT supershot, incorporating 
some of the anticipated a heating of electrons. 

The NBI power was increased from 25 to 35 MW, and the plasma current was 
increased by a factor of t.2 to a peak value of 1.95 MA, which is close to the present 
empirical upper limit for achieving supershots in TFTR. The scaling variation with l p is 
not favorable, but lp was increased to keep Pnorm from surpassing the present 
empirical limit for supershots (around 2.7). B J F was held constant, although the 
scaling relations predict a rapid improvement of plasma performance with increasing 
BTF- ^NBI a r | d ENBI w e r e * 8 P' n e a r t n e i r v a , u e s f ° r 55851 (approximately 0.57 and 
105 KeV), even though the scaling relations favor a decrease of E^Q\. 

With PNBI . 'p- B T F , ENBI> a r , d FNBI- a s chosen above, the scaling of n e(0), 
JiD(O). Te(°). and Trj(0) are determined solely by t g ' 0 * 3 ' , which decreases weakly with 
increasing Ctarget' We assumed that z^o\a\ would remain at the value observed for 
55851 (0.17 sec). The scaling relations requires that Ctarget would increase by 15%. 
An increase of Ctarget w i t h increased NBI power would be expected due to the 
increased power loading on the limiter. With these choices of parameters, the scaling 
relations imply that ne(0) and no(0) would increase by 15%. The l£rter two quantities 
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determine Zeff, which would be slightly below the values observed in 55851. The 
scaling of TQ(0) results in a 7% increase, and that of Te(0) results in a 4% increase. 

To convert the DD extrapolation to a DT extrapolation, we assume, as in the 
equivalent simulations, that np is replaced with a 50/50 mix of np and n j in the pre-
NBI target, and that the NBI is split equally with D and T. Te(0) could be expected to 
be higher than indicated by the DD scaling relations due to the a heating and possibly 
due to favorable isotope scaling. In order to incorporate the a heating, we consider 
the ratio 

j Pa^edV 
Jo 

I [Pbeanwe + QiJ iV 

where Qj e is the ion -> electron heat coupling. This ratio obtains high values outside 
x = 0.25 (the half radius of the neutron emission profile), as shown in Fig. 5A. Even at 
x = 1, the ratio is 0.24. This increased heating could result in an increase in T e , or a 
loss in energy confinement (increase in xe). or both. 

To compromise, we assume that T e will increase by 21% more than the amount 
given by the DD scaling of 55851, i.e., by a total of 25%. This extra increase of T e also 
increases the total energy, resulting in T^ * 0 * 3 ' being higher than would be given by the 
DD scaling relations. These resulting scaling factors were used as multiplicative 
factors on the whole, time dependent profiles from 55851, and the resulting profiles 
were modeled with TRANSP. 

Results from the DT extrapolation simulation and comparisons with the DT 
equivalent simulation are summarized in Table III. Plots of results are shown in Fig. 5. 
The peak beam-target contribution is 57% of the total, and the peak thermonuclear 
contribution is 24% of the total. Profiles of the a effects from the extrapolation are quite 
similar to those of the equivalent simulation, but scaled up in magnitude. The ratio 
na(0) / ne(0) increases to 15% after NBI, as shown in Fig. 5B. Values for pa(0) and 
<poc> are shown in Fig. 5C. The result for the ratio of the integrated a heating power 
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and total thermal losses for the extrapolation, corresponding to the middle curve in Fig. 
4E, is that JPa_>th / Jpioss reaches 0.17 near the plasma center. 

Since theee extrapolations would have to be MHD stable to be viable, the ideal 
MHO stability has been studied. PEST calculations indicate that the extrapolation 
discussed here is unstable to high-n modes in the central region. It is not known if 
minor modifications of Ihe q^ and pressure profiles would lead to ideal MHO stability. 
This extrapolation suggests that the stability limits may need to be improved for TFTR 
to achieve higher a parameters. 

Other scenarios for DT experiments which could increase the neutron yield and 
the a parameters have been proposed. They include: 
1) Establishing the supershot with a purely T plasma and T NBI, then abruptly 
switching to D NBI. 
2) Using T pellet injection to fuel a target plasma, then using D NBI and ICRH to heat 
the plasma. 
3) Compressing a supers-hot. 
Scenario 1) would transiently increase the neutron yield, but the NBI sources in TFTR 
can not be switched from T to D fast enough. Scenario 2) allows comparable values of 
Q-DT a r , d P« t 0 D e achieved with much less tritium consumption per pulse. 
Simulations with scenario 3) yielded larger neutron rates and B a than those calculated 
for the DT equivalent simulations, but for short durations. 

8. Theoretical aspects of a instabilities 

There are two classes of collective a instabilities that may have serious 
consequences for a particle confinement: 1) the toroidicity-induced Alfven 
ei^enmodes (TAE)3 7 « 3 7 > 4 u > 4 1 and 2) the kinetic ballooning modes (KBM) 4 2 

instabilities- They are similar in that both are discrete modes, and in that they can be 
resonantly destabilized by both circulating and trapped a particles when the a 
pressure is sufficiency steep and jBa is sufficiently large. The predicted frequencies of 
these modes are: 
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"-TAE* 2 * W n < 8 a ! 
and 

din Pj 
WKBM " °-*ip 3 _ k e Pi vt i ~oT~ < 8 b ) 

(where co^ is the ion diamagnetic drift frequency, p; the ion Larmor radius, P|, is the 
ion pressure, and v tj the ion thermal speed), Figures 4G and 4H show that the region 
of steep pressure corresponds roughly to x « r/a < 0.4. 

The dominant contribution to instability comes from the most energetic class of 
a particles that can satisfy the resonance condition,38>42 

« s o>d + pco5>t, p = 0 , 1 , 2 , .. (9) 

where cô  is the magnetic drift frequency and to^m is the a bounce (tvansit) frequency. 
The frequently quoted criterion that the a particles be super-Alfvenic for TAE modes, 
however, is rjoi necessary for instability. Generally speaking, the lowest j3 a threshold 
for these modes ocar? when v a

R i r t h / vMtv6n = 1, taking all other parameters to t v 
fixed. Figure 4K shows that this condition occurs in the vicinity of x = 0.6, but this is not 
the reoion of steep a pressure gradient (Fig. 4G). The region x < 0.6 can still be-
unstable, but requires higher values of (3 a . 4 0 

A calculation was performed using the NOVA-K code of the threshold for the 
TAE instability.4^'^ The plasma parameters were those of 55851 near 3.6 sec. The 
boundary of the unstable region and the trajectory followed by the DT equivalent 
simulation are shown in Fig. 6. The trajectory passes close to the boundary around 
the time of maximum neutron emission, as <poc> increases. The boundary of the 
unstable region changes as the plasma parameters change, decreasing to lower 
values of <p«> as the density and pressure decrease, so when <Pcc> is greater than 
2x10*5, mechanisms that would cause vMfv6n to increase without decreasing <p a> are 
predicted to plunge the discharge into the TAE unstable region. This circumstance 
happens naturally after NBI, and the trajectory is predicted to pass through the 
unstable region for 0.3 sec, offering an opportunity to observe the TAE instability. 
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Mechanisms which decrease <p a> apparently would shift the trajectory below 
the unstable region. The post-NBI sawteeth occuriing in 55851 were modeled in the 
DT equivalent, and found to flatten the n a profile briefly, but not to increase the global 
'oss of cc particles or to decrease <pa>, as shown in Fig. 4F. The trajectory shown in 
Fig. 6 is typical of the results from other OT equivalent simulations of supershots in 
Table I. The trajectories for the DD fusion products (c.f., Table II) are also indicated in 
Fig. 6, and are far below the unstable region. 

An important distinction between the TAE and KBM instabilities is that the 
KBM's are excited only when the plasma is close to the first stability ballooning 
boundary, whereas TAE modes can exist even below this boundary. The local 
proximity to ideal ballooning marginality is the relevant criterion. Indeed, the plasma 
could be close to the ballooning limit in the regions of weak magnetic shear. For the 
DT equivalent simulation, it can be seen from Fig. 1K that in the region x < 0.3, the 
plasma is calculated to have low shear. The results in Fig. 2 confirm the conclusion 
that the discharge is close to the stability limit for the region 0.3 < x < 0.6. Since this 
region overlaps with the region of steep a pressure, the destabilization of KBM's 
appears possible.35 The threshold value of p a at which KBM's become destabi!;:ed 
requires a careful assessment of the importance of continuum damping for these 
modes, which awaits further work. 

As for the TAE modes, an important question is to determine over what extent of 
the plasma an Alfven continuum gap structure exists. 4 0- 4 1 To leading order in inverse 
aspect ratio, the center of the gap is roughly proportional to a^i^r,, which was plotted 
in Fig. 4J. To this order, it can be determined on the basis of Fig. 4J that a gap 
structure exists in the region x < 0.4 since coA|jV£n is relatively flat here. However, 
inverse aspect ratio corrections will enhance the gap center values, so that the gap 
structure may extend across the plasma to the edge. 4 1 This is the most unstable 
scenario, and theoretical understanding in this area is still evolving. 

9. Summary 

The TRANSP code has been used to model pairs of DT / DD discharges in 
TFTR. The DD discharges are actual TFTR discharges, including supershots with the 
highest measured neutron rates and Q D D . Detailed comparisons of predictions and 
measurements are shown for one supershot to indicate that accurate agreement with 
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measurements is achieved. Corrections, such as for the Tj - T j m p differences were 
included and found to change the calculated neutron rates by = 5%. Fusion products 
from the DD reactions in this discharge are calculated and, as expected, their 
parameter^ are very small. 

The DT equivalent simulations are conservative, assuming minima! alterations 
of actual DD discharges. These calculations give the computed ratio, Q D T ^ D O , o r 

supershots to be typically in the range 150 - 175, with the maximum calculated Qor = 
0.3. The maximum a parameters are Pct(O) = 0.5% and na(0)/n5(0) => 0.35%. The a 
effects appear large enough that the toroidal Alfven eigenmode and kinetic ballooning 
modes might be observed, particularly during the density decreasing period after the 
end of NBI. The sawteeth often observed after NBI in supershots are predicted to not 
decrease < p a >. and thus to not terminate the TAE instability. 

A DT extrapolation of a MHD-free supershot to full NBI parameters is derived 
from empirical supershot scaling relations. The value of Q D T is calculated to increase 
from 0.28 at 25 MW NBI to 0.37 at 35 MW NBI. The MHD stabifity of this extrapolauon 
is, however problematic. 
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Appendix A 

The impurity temperature Timp =T X is calculated in TRANSP, using the local 
heating power density delivered to impurities (including beam heating, RF heating, 
compressional heating, viscous heating, and fast ion heating from fusion products), 
power flows due to particle convection, and a local model of conductive losses. 

The equations that describe the time evolution of impurity energy density arid 
hydrogenic energy density are: 

a 3 2 n x ( T | ' T x ) 2nx(Te-Tx) 2 n x T * 
S < t n x T x > . q x - c V . < r x T x > * ? * ^ ^ - ^ (A1) 

9 3 f n i ( T x - T i ) f n i ( T e - T j ) fn jT j 
S | n | T 0 , q , -eV-ff-jTi) + ? S — - - ^ (A2) 

where subscripts x and i indicate impurity and main ion, respectively, q is the total 
heating power density, r is the particle flux, derived from the continuity equation for 
each species, c is the convective multiplier (supplied by the user), rxi is the 
temperature relaxation time for impurities on the main ions, tix is the temperature 
relaxation time for the main ions on impurity ions, txe is the temperature relaxation 
time of impurities on electrons, TJX is the temperature relaxation time of main ions on 
electrons, and T E ' 0 " is a local ion energy confinement time whose value will be 
determined self-consistently. 

To determine the proper expression for z^,on which makes Eqs. (A1) and (A2), 
a self-consistent local model of the ion energy balance, we will sum the equations, 
making use of the following identities and definitions: 
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§ n x ( T x - T j ) f n i ( T i - T x ) 
0 = + 

tXI Tix 

3 3 
2 nx (T e - T x ) g n i ( T e " T ' ) 

6 1 T X e lie 

flhUi + Qx + flbth (A3) 

< f c o n v s c V < ( r x T x + rjTi) 

Wj igfniTj + nxTx) 

where qe\ represents the total power density transfer from electrons to all thermal ions 
(hydrogenic + impurity), qh is the total heating power density to the thermal ions, o^p 

is the power carried by the thermalizing beam ions ( | sb 1 h Ti), qconv is the total 
convective power flow, ard Wj is the total thermal ion energy density. The sum of Eqs. 
(A1) and (A2) becomes 

3Wj Wj 
! T = ^h + (7er £?conv-^ion • ( A 4 ) 

Since all of the terms in this equation are available to TRANSP except t E i o n , we can 
solve for it: 

Wj 
<E' o n ! aw i • <A5> 

% + 4ei • <?conv ' "§T 

For each transport time step, TRANSP advances Eq. (A1) in time, using the T E i o n 

determined from Eq. (A5). 
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Table I 

TFTR discharges used for DT equivalent simulations, and summary of peak results. 

Measured TRANSP results 

Discharge type l p P N B Xj QDD QDT/QQD r a t i o Po(0) <Pa> 
MA MW (x103) % (x104) 

26627 supershot 0.85 10.6 2jce 0.91 0.206/0.00103 201 0.10 1.1 

35782 supershot 1.4 22.0 CHERS 1.62 0.297/0.00181 164 0.28 4.2 

37081 supershot 1.6 30.4 CHERS 1.50 0.234/0.00154 152 0.26 3.2 

37083 supershot 1.6 30.2 CHERS 1.36 0.239/0.00147 163 0.25 3.1 

37084 supershot 1.6 30.2 CHERS 1.47 0.246/0.00152 162 0.20 3.1 

37085 supershot 1.6 2S.Q CHERS 1.59 0.292/0.00181 161 0.28 2.9 

459503 L-mode 2.0 11.4 CHERS 0.41 0.098/0.00041 239 0.03 0.4 

47394^ supershot 1.6 24.3 % 1.83 0.255/0.00168 152 0.02 2.7 

53793C supershot 1.7 26.2 2*e 1.43 0.258/0.00171 151 0.30 4.6 

53848C supershot 1.6 25.5 2*e 1.74 0.291/0.00183 159 0.55 6.0 

55053 pellets 2.0 22.8 CHERS 0.84 0,124/0.00103 120 0.14 1.4 

55804 supershot 1.84 32.5 2*e 1.66 0.291/0.00196 165 0.32 4.3 

55806 supershot 1.6 32.5 CHERS 1.81 0.298/0.00188 156 0.33 4.7 

55851 supershot 1.6 24.6 CHERS 1.81 0.275/0.00159 173 0.33 3.9 

asawteeth during NBI 
bended with a disruption and poorly diagnosed, so the modeling is suspect 
cquoted Q values occur just before the mild compression in major and minor radius, and the 

quoted pa(0) and <Pa:> values occur during the compression 
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Fusion products (fp) parameters 

Fusion Product 

nfp(°) / ne(°) 

P fp{0) 

<frp> 

vfp B i r t h / VA«v6n(°) 

Table II 

iuted for the DD reactions in 55851. 

3Hs T 

3.2x10- 5 8.5 x10" 6 

1.3 X10" 5 4.4x10-6 

9.0 x10 ' 7 8.5x10*7 

0.90 1.05 
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Table III 

Summary of parameters and results from the DT equivalent simulation of 55851 and 
from the DT extrapolation based on empirical scaling relations and improved stability 
limits. 

DT equivalent DT extrapolation 

PNBI (MW) 24.6 35 

l P (MA) 1.58 1.95 

ne(0) (1Q20/m3) 0.95 1.07 

Te{0) (KeV) 10.2 12.8 

Tj(0) (K3V) 22.5 24.5 

Zeff 2.8 2.3 

Pnorm 2.26 2.8 

°DT 0.28 0.37 

Po(0) % 0.28 0.7 

<Pa> % 0.04 0.09 

na(0)/ne(0) % 0.2 0.6 

TEthermal ( s e c ) 0.13 0.10 

tEtotal ( S e c ) 0.17 0.19 

1 pa->e d V ( M W ) 1.1 2.1 

v a

B i r t h / v Alfven(0) 1.85 2.0 
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Figures 

Fig. 1. TRANSP results and measurements for 55851. 
A) Components of *he plasma current versus time. The total current was 
measured, and input into TRANSP as a boundary condition. The beam driven 
and bootstrap currents are calculated in TRANSP from the beam deposition 
and total pressure profiles. The relative amounts of these non-inductive 
currents are typical of those calculated for supershots. 
B) Centra) values of the temperatures versus time. T e is computed in TRANSP 
by symmetrizing the smoothed time-dependent second harmonic ECE, which 
was cross-calibrated by the Thomson scattering profile at 3.46 sec. Tj m p is fit 
by TRANSP using the time-dependant CHERS measurements. The effects of 
sawteeth in the pre- and post-NBI piasma are shown. 
C) Temperature profiles and measurements at the TVTS time. The TVTS 
profile is shown. T e is derived from ECE, measured by GPC, cross-calibrated 
to TVTS, and symmetrized by Jn/out averaging. T j m p is fit by TRANSP using 
the CHERS measurements from the magnetic axis out to larger major radii. 
The T j m p profile measured from Doopler broadening of iron X-ray lines is 
shown for comparison. Error bars for the measurements are shown. 
D) Density profiles and measurements at the TVTS time. The TVTS profile is 
scaled in magnitude so that the pea* density is that measured by MIRI. The 
TRANSP n e profile is calculated by symmetrizing the smoothed MIRI profile. 
The thermal deuterium density, n^ and beam density,nb e a m are calculated in 
TRANSP. 
E) Surface voltage computed in TRANSP using neo-classical resistivity, beam-
driven, and bootstrap currents, and compared with measured values. The 
errors on the measured values are less than ±0,04 Volts during quiescent 
periods (when dE/dt is small). 
F) Zeff computed from the measured visible bremsstrahlung, and Zmat (the 
contribution from Cr, Fe, and Ni to Zeff, measured by PHA), versus time. 
G) Comparison of the predicted and measured perpendicular energy. The 
experimental errors for the measurement are ±150 KJ. 
H) Total neutron emission rate compared with the measured value and the 
calculated 
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beam-target, thermonuclear, and beam-beam components versus time. The 
absolute error bars for the measurement are ±14%. Results from a steady state 
calculation using SNAP i. re shown. 
I) Comparison of the simulated and measured neutron emission along vertical 
chords. The experimental errors are estimated to be ± 20% near the peak, 
and larger in the inner and outer edges where the measurement is comparable 
to the scattered signal. 
J) Computed location of the magnetic axis compared with the location of the 
region of 
maximum soft X-ray emission. The errors become larger after the NBI. 
K) Profiles of q v and shear. The profiles do not vary appreciably between 3.5 
and 3.9 sec. 
L) Profiles of the thermal and total pressure. 

Fig. 2. Profile of the gradient of the total pressure with respect to the poloidal flux 
versus the square root of the normalized poloidal flux, compared with the 
boundary of the high-n ballooning unstable region. 

Fig. 3. Projected Qrjp calculated from the predicted ratio Q D T / Q D O t i m e s t n e 

measured Q D D versus the measured Q D D for the DD/DT equivalent pairs in 
Table I. 

Fig. 4. Results from the DT equivalent simulation based on 55851. 
A) DT fusion reaction rates versus time. 
B) Profile of the DT neutron emissivities. 
C) Measured profile of n©, and the computed profiles of nbeam. " D - nT> nimp 
and n a at the end of the NBI. 
D) Volume-integrated heating powers versus time. 
E) Ratio of the volume-integrated a heating power to the volume-integrated 
power loss rate for the thermal ions, electrons, and both at the end of NBI. 
F) Components of (J(0) and < p a > versus time. Effects of post-NBl sawteeth 
can tie seen in pa(0). 
G) Profiles for components of Ptor-
H) Profile of the a production, density, haating, and p a normalized to 1 at x = 0. 
/) Profiles of the a stowing down tfme and the average a energy. 
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J) Profiles of the Alfven frequency and the Alfven speed. The speed of the 
initial a particles is indicated. 
K) Profile of the ratio of the a birth speed and the Alfven speed. 

TRANSP results for the DT extrapolation. 
A) Profile of the ratio of the volume integral of the ct heating of electrons and the 
beam and ion-electron coupling. 
B) Ratio of the central densities of a and electrons. 
C) Central and volume averaged p a . Sawteeth were not modeled. 

Calculated boundary of ihe TAE instability region in volume-averaged 
Pfusion product v s ^ e c e n t r a l value of the ratio of the fusion product birth 
speed and the Alfven speed. The pfusion product was assumed to decay 
decay length in the DT equivalent simulation lies between these values. The 
trajectory of the DT—>a equivalent simulation is indicated, with ihe closed 
circle indicating the end of NBI. The trajectories of the DD->3He and DD ->T 
predictions are are also shown. 
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Neutron emission rates 
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Simulated and measured chordal neutron profile 
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Experimentally projected Q DT 
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